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Abstract—Autonomous connected vehicles are a main concept
in the future of Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) since
they provide an increase in safety and road efficiency. The
management and coordination of the connected vehicles is based
on periodic communications among the vehicles involved in the
network, and with their surrounding environment. However, a
major concern regarding this information sharing process is
how to provide a secure transmission while fulfilling the latency
requirements. Here we propose the use of a joint paradigm
to securely manage the inter-vehicular communications. First, a
ring-signature based scheme is applied to verify the identity of the
vehicles joining the network. Second, the information is shared
among the vehicles and consensually verified using a blockchainbased mechanism using secure communication channels created
by multi-party smart contracts. The proposed protocol fulfills
the stringent requirements in latency for vehicular networks by
means of almost instantaneous communications while providing
an anonymous secure system for the members of the network
relying on cryptographic primitives.

I.

I NTRODUCTION

Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) are gaining momentum as one of the cornerstone fields for the next 5G
technology revolution [1]. In particular, autonomous vehicles,
i.e., without human interaction in the system, attract most
of the attention. In order to provide a feasible autonomous
system, the concept connected vehicles has been conceived [2].
This idea covers vehicles equipped with on-board units (OBU)
which consists of a set of sensors to perceive the environment,
and communication devices to enable information sharing with
the rest of vehicles. Using this equipment, the vehicles can
communicate with the rest of participants in the network,
and with the surrounding environment, leading to cooperative
schemes [3].
Among the different approaches suggested to obtain an optimal cooperative scheme, platooning seems to be the most
promising idea in terms of efficiency and safety. Platooning
systems require low latency (≈ 10 ms) and ultra-reliable
communications (99.999%) in order to obtain a feasible coordination scheme. These stringent requirements are pushing the
limits of the state-of-the-art communication schemes, forcing
the scientific community to search for new ways to fulfill
these requirements. However, another important topic which
is the focus of the present work is how to secure the wireless
communications between the vehicles.
In their paper, Petit and Shladover [4] classify the different
potential attacks on automated systems, making a distinction
between autonomous vehicles and cooperative systems. Our
focus is on the latter, where the vehicles in the platoon share

their status vector, i.e., position, velocity and acceleration,
encapsulated in cooperative awareness messages (CAM) with
the rest of participants. The data in these messages are the
main information needed to adjust the behavior of the vehicles
inside the platoon, and hence, it is the main entry point of
potential attacks. Our paper focuses on two different types
of attacks: i) non-authorized vehicle joining the platoon, and
ii) fake/poisoning the vehicular communications inside the
platoon. Thus, we can classify the threats as attacks from the
outside (the adversary does not have a legitimate cryptographic
key and certificate) and attacks from the inside (the adversary
somehow obtained a legitimate cryptographic key and certificate). Some examples of these attacks are:
• Unauthorized participation: unauthorized users act as a
legitimate user to participate in the system, and affect the
management of the system.
• Replay attack: the adversary replicates messages that were
sent previously. It may avoid the authentication mechanism
and disturb the system. A simple solution is to include timestamps into the messages. However, it adds more computational effort to the network and requires synchronization.
• Sibyl attacks: the adversary may try to spread false messages
or misleading information to the rest of participants. Once
the attacker is validated in the system, it makes the receivers
believe that the message is coming from an authenticated
source and the content of the message is legit.
Each of those attacks has several direct consequences, and
therefore, different mitigation techniques [4]. However, we
propose in this work a joint paradigm based on ring-based
signatures to invalidate unauthorized participation, along with
a combination of blockchains and smart contracts to eliminate
replay and sibyl attacks.
The first concept includes the ring-based signatures introduced
by Rivest, Shamir and Tauman in [5]. It takes a group of
signers X (in our case the platoon members) without a
group manager (unlike group signatures [6]), and allows every
group member Xi ∈ X , i = {1, . . . , N } to share messages
within the group by signing them using the group public key
PX := {P1 , . . . , PN } and its own private key SXi := Si . This
signature scheme does not require setup procedures, group
manager or external coordination between the vehicles, which
makes it suitable for fast moving environments as proposed
in [7]. However, in the traditional scheme defined before, the
signer can send messages without any prior verification by
the group or platoon. This is not suitable for our scheme
where a potential attacker can overload the network by sending
multiple messages (e.g., denial of service (DoS) attack), and

congestion is a particularly pernicious consequence in timecritical applications, such as vehicular ones. Thus, we propose
a consensus-based scheme in order to accept messages from
a new vehicle joining the platoon, i.e., authorization scheme.
This feature is explained in depth in Section. III-A.
The second part of our scheme relies on the blockchain
technology which was first introduced in the famous Satoshi
paper [8]. The blockchain technology is defined as a digital
ledger where all the transactions are recorded and publicly
announced. Moreover, it uses a chained hash mechanism to
make infeasible, i.e., computationally too costly, to modify
previously accepted transactions. In vehicular networks, once
the vehicles are forming a platoon, it is necessary to secure the
inter-vehicular communications. Hence using the blockchain
distributed public ledger is possible to validate these messages
as shown in [9] applying a consensus-rule. However, one
open question pointed in this paper is the excessive time
to validate the messages in the blockchain technology, since
it needs to be validated by most of the users. Using as
reference the Bitcoin cryptocurrency (highest computational
power), it takes an average of approximately 10 minutes to
validate each transaction which is obviously unacceptable for
our time-critical application. Therefore, we need to propose a
modification of the standard blockchain transaction.
The standard blockchain protocol has the great advantage of a
decentralized validation architecture, i.e., there is no need for
a trusted third party authority to work as a referee. However,
at the same time it is a great barrier to obtain extremely fast
transactions since they need to be accepted by at least 51%
of the network members. Therefore, we propose in this case
the use of microtransactions. The idea of microtransactions
relays in the creation of a relationship between two parties
(by means of a smart contract), and to only publish in the
blockchain whenever there is a disagreement between both
parties, or to publish a single transaction covering all the
transactions occurred during a stipulated period of time. The
smart contract concept along with the blockchain technology
has the following advantages: i) Decentralized: there is no
need to rely on an intermediary to confirm the transactions.
ii) Safety: since we are using a blockchain scheme, all the
transaction are carved on a shared ledger, so there is no way
to modify the values. iii) Backup: on the blockchain concept,
every single participant has a local copy of the last valid
blockchain. Nevertheless, storing the complete blockchain is
not feasible due to scalability and hardware restrictions of the
OBUs. Therein, a widely used concept is to utilize a Merkle
tree which summarizes all the transactions in the blockchain
by producing a digital fingerprint.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces the system model along with the platoon
cooperative communication scheme. Section III shows the
main contribution of this paper, where the safety mechanisms
are defined based on cryptographic primitives. In Section IV,
a conclusion is given identifying the main benefits of our
approach.
II.

S YSTEM M ODEL

Definitions: we call a set of possible signers a ring X .
Each possible signer Xi is associated with a public key Pi
(by means of a public key infrastructure (PKI) scheme) that
defines the signature scheme and specifies its verification key.

Fig. 1.

Adversary trying to join a platoon.

Moreover, the adversarial entity j is defined by its public and
private key as (Pj , Sj ). Therefore, the ring-signature is defined
as σ := (m, P1 , . . . , PN , s, Sj ) which produces the general
ring signature σ for the message m given the public keys
{P1 , . . . , PN } of the N ring members and the adversary j.
The ring-verification protocol (m, σ) accepts a message m and
a signature σ which includes the public keys {P1 , . . . , PN } of
all the members.
Problem statement: create a secure and anonymous scheme
for vehicles to join the platoon formation, and for the platoon
members to periodically exchange messages using secure
vehicle-to-vehicle communications with stringent latency requirements.
Let the system model be defined using a typical vehicular
network based on the 3GPP Rel. 14 (LTE-V2X) implementation [10]. The network consists on a set of vehicles X forming
a platoon, and an infrastructure playing the role of a trusted
authority (TA) as shown in Fig. 1. Using the RSA cryptosystem
(it can also be applied using elliptic curve equivalents) for
each vehicle Xi in the ring X , its public key can be defined
as Pi = (ni , ei ) which specifies the trap-door one way
permutation fi of Zp as
fi (x) = xei

(mod p)

(1)

where we assume that only the vehicle Xi knows how to
compute the inverse permutation fi−1 efficiently. Each vehicle
Xi has an identity defined as mi = (Ii ||Ri ) where || denotes
concatenation. The identity mi is created using a permanent
vehicle ID, Ii , where one possibility is to use the physical
license plate or a virtual one as suggested in [9], and a session
salt Ri . This identity mi is secured using a hash function
(typically SHA-256) obtaining the value ki = h(mi ) which has
the property of being preimage resistant, i.e., it is infeasible to
find a value y such that y = ki = h(mi ) providing the desired
anonymity to our scheme.
However, there are some open questions regarding our system
model: Why do we want to organize the vehicles in platoons?
What are the potential attacks to platoon formations? The
concept of platooning systems has been brought up to increase
the lane capacity and a representation of these systems is
depicted in Fig. 2, where ∆d and ∆D are the inter-vehicular
distance and inter-platoon distance, respectively [11]. In order
to manage a platoon, it is necessary to share the vehicle status
using wireless vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) communication, and
here is where the potential cyberattacks may appear. Once the
trusted platoon member (one vehicle already in the platoon)

the values (51 % rule). Every phase of the proposed scheme
is described below in detail.
Fig. 2.

Optimal Platoon Formation.

receives the signed message (kj , σi ) the protocol continues as
follows: if the vehicle j is accepted in the platoon (validated
by the rest of vehicles using the ring-based signature), the
communication between the vehicles is periodic and requires
low delay [10]. Therefore, we need to find a secure and almost
instantaneous communication scheme (including cryptographic
security). For this purpose, we propose to use a blockchainbased protocol. In the normal standard blockchain validation,
every single transaction is published and broadcast, and it
usually takes an average of 10 min to obtain the six validations
needed to trust a transaction. However, as mentioned before,
we require an almost instantaneous protocol and hence, we
propose the use of the microtransaction concept using smart
contracts between the vehicles. This idea is explained in
Section III-C.
III.

P ROPOSED S ECURITY S CHEME

The following figure (Fig. 3) describes the general idea
regarding the proposed design. It is divided in three different
phases involving the vehicles and the trusted authority as
shown in Fig.1: i) A ring-based signature scheme to verify the
identity of vehicle j and join the platoon. ii) Establishment
of a smart contract between the vehicles in the platoon to
create secure channels for the microtransactions. iii) Use a
blockchain scheme to validate or reject the microtransactions
(CAM messages) inside the secure channels.

Fig. 3.

General flowchart for the proposed scheme

(∗) verify the identity of the vehicle j using the TA (∗∗) certify
the information sent by vehicle j comparing the values with
the readings obtained from the own on-board equipment and
the history of values. In the case of a disagreement between the
received and read values, the receiver sends the values to the
blockchain, so everyone in the platoon can validate or discard

A. Ring-based Signature for Platoon Joining
1) Ring-signature generation: Let a vehicle j with a pair
of keys (Pj , Sj ) that wants to join an already formed platoon
with N vehicles in it. Each of the vehicles have a pair of
keys (Pi , Si ) which correspond to the public and private
key, respectively. The designated public keys are authenticated
employing a public key infrastructure (PKI) protocol using in
our case the eNodeB, acting as the TA, which binds the public
keys Pi to the identity of the users Xi ∈ X . The binding of
the vehicle identity occurs once the vehicle is registered in the
network, since the different infrastructures share their database.
An emerging new approach to solve the use of certificates
using the PKI is the use of blockchain technology [12], which
provides a distributed ledger for registering the identities, and
more importantly provides a solution which cannot be modified
from the outside. The vehicles generate an identification value
(pseudonym) like:
mi = (Ii ||Ri )
(2)
which is later hashed by ki = h(mi ) and it is the message used
to ask for joining the platoon. The value Ri is denominated as
the session salt which usually has a short life cycle. Here we
propose to make the session salt expire every time a vehicle
leaves a platoon reducing the number of recalculations in
the TA database, but providing a safety mechanism against
pseudonym linking attacks [13].
2) Ring-signature verification: Joining the platoon is a
consensus-based protocol keeping the anonymity of the joining vehicle j and the vehicles i = {1, . . . , N } already in
the platoon. For that matter we propose to use the vector
~σ = (σj,1 , σj,2 , . . . , σj,N ) as an identification method. Each
of these values is calculated as shown in Fig. 1, using σj,i =
(kj , Pi , Sj ) which is the identification value between the
adversary vehicle j and the platoon vehicle i. The motivation
behind this scheme is that vehicle j sends his identity to
vehicle i as the designated verifier. This can be easily achieved
using the individual ring-signature obtained by σj,i . Using
this method, the vehicle i knows that the message is coming
from the vehicle j (since no third party could have produced
this ring signature due to having the value Sj encapsulated),
but vehicle i cannot prove to the rest of participants that the
message was signed by the vehicle j, since the message could
have been created by vehicle i itself. Once all the values
(σj,1 , σj,2 , . . . , σj,N ) are shared between the corresponding
vehicles and the vehicle j, the vector (σj,1 , σj,2 , . . . , σj,N )
is sent to the trusted authority (TA). Here we can face two
different outcomes: i) if kj is stored in the TA database then the
vehicle j can join the platoon. ii) if kj 6∈ K where K contains
all the valid hashed identities then the vehicle is consider as
an adversary. Its identity is published in the blockchain and
broadcast, since we know the identity (Pk , Sk ), and we can
then proceed to repulse the vehicle from the network.
The aim of publishing the identity in the blockchain is twofold:
first, the message is received and verified by every vehicle
in the platoon, and second, it is computationally impossible to override the values already stored and validated in
the blockchain. Moreover, since the blockchain is based on

chained hash operations, the revoked identity is persistent in
time.
B. Smart Contracts
Once the vehicle is accepted, it needs to establish a smart
contract with the rest of platoon participants. A smart contract
is defined as an operation that can be permanently executed
between two different parties which have a defined agreement
[14], [15]. In our scenario, a smart contract between the
vehicles in the platoon is particularly suitable due to the
periodic nature of the CAM messages and the stringent delay
requirements. Smart contracts have the extra advantage of
being completely decentralized (it only involves the two parties
of the contract), and they are triggered by an event (in our
case a timer or the CAM messages sent periodically). Using
a network of these microtransaction channels (as shown in
Fig. 3) helps making the network more scalable, since every
transaction does not require to be broadcast to every single
user, but it only involves the parties in the contract. Moreover,
creating tunnels using chained channels, it is possible to send
messages to every member of the party in a secure and
decentralized manner. However, what happens if there is a
disagreement between the parties in the smart contract? Here
is where the blockchain technology plays a role as explained
in next section III-C.
C. Blockchain-based microtransactions
A blockchain scheme for information sharing verification
is considered in our model to protect, as means of securing our
system from an inside attacker, i.e., the adversary obtained a
legitimate key and it is a member of the platoon. Additionally,
we assume that the adversary is able to establish contracts with
the rest of participants, since the only requirement is to have a
validated identity. The general scheme of microtransactions is
shown in Fig. 4 using a smart contract involving two vehicles.

safety applications). Once the vehicle receives the information
from the other party, it checks whether its estimates and
the received values are similar. In the case of reaching an
agreement, i.e., the received information and the estimated
values match, the system continues working normally. In the
case of having a disagreement, the receiver vehicle raises
its discussion to the blockchain, i.e., broadcast the received
microtransaction, and the rest of vehicles in the ring, using
their own estimate values obtained by their sensors, verify
whether the received microtransaction is correct.
Since the vehicles share their state vector every T = 100
ms, each vehicles have stored the history of values for the
dynamics of each vehicle, and therefore, a prediction about
the expected value can be performed as shown in Eq. (3-5).
Assume that the velocity of the vehicle does not change in the
platoon formation
v̂i+1 [mT ] = vi [mT ]
vi [mT ]
T
2
(vi2 [mT ] − vi−1
[mT ])
âi+1 [mT ] = 0.5
vi [mT ] · T
p̂i+1 [mT ] = ai [mT ] +

(3)
(4)
(5)

where the predicted acceleration âi+1 [mT ] is calculated using
the field measurements obtained from [16]. The requirement
of this scheme is to have a synchronized scheme between the
vehicles in order to predict and correctly estimate the dynamics
of the vehicles. Therefore, two different types of attacks are
prevented, i.e., replay and sibyl attacks, are prevented by using
the blockchain scheme. The first is a similar concept as the
one of double-spending in the Bitcoin network. The vehicles
store the received transactions along with a timestamp, where
a possible solution for synchronization is using the clock from
the GPS system, in order to detect replay attacks. Moreover,
since the transactions are published in the blockchain after a
period of time, the vehicles can identify if a message has been
previously sent. Furthermore, a sibyl attack can be avoided as
follows. The blockchain verification of a raised disagreement
is based in a consensus-based model, i.e., if the majority
of vehicles (51 % rule) find the value not acceptable, the
disagreement is admitted and the vehicle is flagged as an
attacker.
D. Scalability and time-critical applications

Fig. 4.

General microtransaction scheme using blockchain

Using the simple example from Fig. 4 to illustrate our scheme,
we have two vehicles Xi and Xi+1 , which are self-aware of
their own state vector, i.e., position, speed and acceleration.
They have established a smart contract, and they have stored
a local copy of the blockchain denoted as Bi and Bi+1 .
Moreover, the vehicles can estimate the state vector of the
other vehicles in the platoon by means of their on-board
sensors. Using the rules established by the smart contract,
the microtransacions (CAMs) are triggered every period T
(defined as T = 100 ms by the standard [10] for vehicular

In order to prove the feasibility of our approach, we
compare it with the traditional blockchain scheme. According
to the standard blockchain scheme (peer-to-peer network) a
majority of nodes in the network has to accept the transaction.
Considering a network with N users at least N2+1 users
must acknowledge the transaction. Therein, the number of
exchanged messages required for each transaction increases
as the number of nodes grows. Therefore, we assume that the
time to mine the hash value of the transaction is thash and
the transmission time between vehicles is tTX along with the
time of acknowledging the transaction is tACK , the total time
to accept a transaction is given by
(tTX + tACK ) · N
(6)
2
Nevertheless, our approach uses microtransactions which upon
having a valid smart contract between the parties does not
ttransaction = thash +

require the validation of the rest of the network (only when one
of the members violates the contract terms). In consequence,
the latency requirements can be met since there is no need of
waiting for the network acceptance of each transaction. Additionally, our proposed scheme does not suffer from scalability
issues since each smart contract is established between a pair
of users, and it does not need to be constantly updated.
IV.

C ONCLUSION

This paper presents a secure protocol for exchanging intervehicular messages which relies on the consensus strength
(blockchain). This implementation provides the advantages of
being decentralized, anonymous and forgery proof, i.e., the
previously accepted values cannot be modified. Additionally,
by taking advantage of the proposed platoon formation, which
is the optimal one in terms of safety and road efficiency, a ringbased signature scheme is implemented for authentication and
to allow the vehicles to join the system. Moreover, the stringent
latency requirements in vehicular applications are met by using
microtransations to share the information between vehicles,
since there is no requirement for constant verification due
to the implementation of smart contracts between the parties
involved in the system. The proposed system is a perfect candidate for vehicular safety applications owing to its decentralized
nature (the TA can be replaced by an authentication scheme
based on blockchain). Moreover, since the protocol is dealing
with high powered systems users, i.e., vehicles, it is possible
to perform moderate costly hash operations for the blockchain
verifications.
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